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Two planar maps are identified if one can be transformed to the other by any homeomorph- 
ism of the sphere. The number of such maps is found by determining the numbers of maps 
which have been rooted in various ways. 
1. Introduction 
Rooted planar maps of various types, including all rooted planar maps, were 
counted by Tutte [4]. The problem of enumerating a set of unrooted planar maps 
was the subject of [7]. In such an enumeration, two maps Mi and M2, which are 
regarded as lying on a 2-sphere, are identified whenever there is a homeomorph- 
ism of the 2-sphere onto itself which maps M, to M2. In [7], such a problem was 
transformed to that of enumerating maps which have been rooted in a number of 
different ways. My present aim is to apply this result to the enumeration of all 
maps. This is quoted as an open problem by Liskovets [3], who announces a 
method of enumerating maps up to sense-preserving homeomorphisms. His 
approach to this problem is quite different from that in [7]. 
Equations satisfied by generating functions for various types of rooted maps, 
called special maps, are obtained in Section 3. The genera1 procedure used is 
related to that used by Brown [l] for non-separable maps. The equations are not 
solved explicitly, but it is easy to see that they uniquely determine the coefficients 
of the generating functions involved. At this stage of development it is a simple 
matter to include the number of vertices as a parameter, besides the number of 
edges. This is done mainly in order to provide a foundation for future work on the 
enumeration of convex polyhedra by numbers of vertices and faces. 
The equations of Section 3 are simplified to a small extent in Section 4 by 
setting the vertex parameter to 1, and a generating function for unrooted maps is 
expressed in terms of the generating functions for special maps. 
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2. Preliiinaries 
The terminology here complies with that in [7] which is based in turn on that in 
[4]. The graph theoretic notation of Harary [2] is assumed. 
2.1. Maps 
A planar map, or simply a map M is the dissection of a 2-sphere lI determined 
by a proper drawing of a connected pseudograph G, where G is called the 
pseudograph of M. By this it is meant that the points and lines of G are disjoint 
subsets of fl, called respectively the vertices and edges of M, such that a line q of 
G is an open arc in II whose endpoints are the points of G incident with q. The 
faces of M are the components of the subset of IZ formed on deletion of all 
vertices and edges of M, each face being homeomorphic to an open disc. 
The vertices, faces and edges of M are its cells, two of which are incident if one 
is contained in the boundary of the other. A bridge of M is an edge of M which is 
a bridge of the pseudograph of M. A loop of M is an edge whose endpoints 
coincide. The valency of a vertex V of M is the number of edges incident with V, 
where a loop incident with V counts twice. Similarly, the valency of a face R is 
the number of edges with which R is incident, where a bridge incident with R 
counts twice. The valency of an edge is 2. 
An end of an edge X is a connected portion of X in a (sufficienTly small) 
neighbourhood of one of the vertices incident with X. An edge is directed by 
specifying one of its ends. With respect to a given orientation of n we may refer 
to the right and left sides of a directed edge. An arrow of a map M is an ordered 
triple A = (X, X’, X”) where X is an edge of M, x’ is an end of X and X” is a side 
of X. Let R be the face of M which is incident with X and lies on the X” side of 
X, and let V be the vertex of M at the X’ end of X. Then A is said to be incident 
with X, with R and with V. 
A homeomorphism of a map M, onto a map M2 is a homeomorphism of n onto 
itself which maps the vertices, edges and faces of M, onto the vertices, edges and 
faces respectively of M2. If two maps are homeomorphic to one another, they are 
considered to be the same.map for enumerative purposes. 
Two homeomorphisms p, and p2 of a map M onto itself are considered 
equivalent if p,p;’ acts as the identity on the arrows of M. The equivalence 
classes of this relation are called automorphisms of M. An automorphism of M 
can be regarded as a permutation of the arrows of M, and induces permutations of 
the edges, of the vertices, and of the faces of M. 
With respect to a given orientation of II, an arrow A = (X, X’, X”) has positive 
sense if X” is the right side of the directed edge obtained by specifying the X’ end 
of X, and has negative sense otherwise. A sense-preserving homeomorphism of a 
map onto itself will preserve the sense of each arrow, and a sense-reversing 
homeomorphism will negate the sense of every arrow. We may speak of an 
automorphism as being sense-preserving or sense-reversing, according to the 
same rule. 
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When one of the two orientations of the 2-sphere n is distinguished, a map 
becomes sensed. Two sensed maps are considered the same only if there is a 
sense-preserving homeomorphism of n mapping one sensed map to the other. A 
map is achirul if it possesses a sense-reversing automorphism. 
2.2. Special maps 
A fully-rooted map (M, s$) consists of an underlying map M together with a set 
d of distinguished arrows of h4, called its root arrows, such that ti is an orbit of 
some automorphism of M. This fully-rooted map is sensed if all the root arrows 
have the same sense, and unsensed otherwise. For fully-rooted maps, the addi- 
tional requirement is adjoined to the definition of a homeomorphism, that it must 
preserve the set of root arrows. 
A sensed special map (M, d, C) is a sensed fully-rooted map (M, a) with a 
distinguished cell C, called the root of the special map, such that each arrow in d 
is incident with the root. If d contains just one arrow, the restriction is imposed 
that the root must be the incident edge. An unsensed special map (A4, SB, C1, C,) 
is an unsensed fully-rooted map (M, &!;a) with two (unordered) distinguished cells 
C, and C2 of the same dimension, called the roots of the special map, such that 
each arrow in S? is incident with C, or C, or both. If S contains just two arrows, 
the further restriction is imposed that the roots must be the incident edges. The 
roots may coincide. 
Let N = (A4, d, C) be a sensed special map. Then N is classified as type 1 if SB 
contains just one arrow. If d contains more than one arrow, then N is classified as 
type 2, type 3 or type 4 according as C is a face, edge or vertex of M. 
A rooted map is often defined, essentially, as a map with a distinguished arrow. 
The correspondence between rooted maps and type 1 sensed special maps is 
trivial. 
Let N = (M, .vZ, C,, C,) be an unsensed special map. Then the cardinality of d is 
a multiple of 2; if SB contains just two arrows then iV is classified as type 1, and 
otherwise N is type 2, type 3 or type 4 according as C, and C, are faces, edges or 
vertices of M. 
A face (edge, vertex) of a special map is called a roof face (roof edge, root vertex) 
if it is incident with any root arrow of the map. 
For special maps, the additional requirement is adjoined to the definition of a 
homeomorphism that it must preserve the set of root arrows and the root(s). A 
root arrow is represented in a drawing by placing a diagrammatical arrow on the 
specified side of the root edge, pointing towards the specified end. A root is 
denoted diagrammatically by an asterisk (*). 
We require a convenient way of referencing the arrows which are located near 
the root arrows of a special map. Tutte [5] presents a map as a set of permutations 
acting on a set of doubly directed edges, the latter corresponding to the arrows of 
the map. We adopt the reverse procedure here by defining two permutations, rM 
and sM, from a map M. If two arrows contain the same side of the same edge of 
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Fig. 1. Permutations of arrows. 
M, each is said to be the side mate of the other, whilst if they contain the same 
end of the same edge of M, each is the end mate of the other. Let A and A’ be 
two arrows of M which are end mates, and let V be the vertex incident with A 
and A’. There are two natural ways to impart a cyclic order to the arrows of M 
incident with V according to the order of the sides and ends of the edges around 
V. One of these two orderings is the reverse of the other. We choose the ordering 
in which A’ is the successor of A, and define s,(A) to be the successor of A’ in 
this ordering. The arrow TM(A) is defined to be the side mate of the arrow 
obtained by applying s,,,, to the side mate of A, and the face mate of A is the 
arrow obtained by applying sM to the end mate of A. In Fig. 1, the arrows A3 and 
A, are face mates, A2 and A, are respectively the side and end mates of Al, and 
A, = sM(AI) and A5 = rM(A,). 
If R is a face of a map M, the arrow cycle of R is the graph (or pseudograph) 
whose points are the arrows incident with R, two arrows being adjacent in the 
arrow cycle if they are side mates or face mates. (If R has valency 1, the arrow 
cycle is defined to be a 2-cycle). 
If N is a special map with underlying map M and A is an arrow of M, we put 
s,(A)=&(A) where j is the least i such that sh(A) is not incident with a root 
arrow of A (unless there is no such i, in which case we put j = 1). 
It will be necessary to keep track of the valency of the face(s) incident with the 
root arrow(s) of a special map. This quantity is called the ualency of the special 
map. An (i, j, k)-map is a special map with i edges, valency j, and k vertices. 
A type 1 unsensed special map with root arrows A, and A, is called a D-map 
if A, and A2 are side mates, and an E-map if A, and A2 are face mates. The 
trivial map is regarded as an E-map with valency 0, and a D-map with valency 1 
is also an E-map. An F-map is a type 1 unsensed special map in which the two 
root arrows are incident with distinct faces. An F-map whose two root-edges are 
distinct but are both incident with the same non-root-face is called an F*-map. 
2.3. Generating functions 
By the full generating function for a set T of special maps, we mean the formal 
power series 
t(X, y, f)= ~ ~ ~ ti,j,kXiYjZk, (2.1) 
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where fi,i,k is the number of (i, j, k)-maps in Y. For m > 2 and n = 0,l and 2 we 
define the (m, n) generating function for Y to be such that its coefficient of xiyizk 
is the number of (mi + S,,,, mj, mk +&,)-maps in Y with precisely m root arrows 
if all maps in Y are sensed, and with precisely 2m root arrows if all maps in Y are 
unsensed. Here 6 denotes the Kronecker delta function. 
For n = 0 and 1, the n-parity generaring function for Y is defined so that its 
coefficient of xiy’zk is the number of (i, 2j+ II, k)-maps in Y. If t(x, y, z) is a 
generating function, the function t(x*, y, z*) is denoted r* or r*(x, y, z). If at some 
point in a discussion N denotes a special map, when we speak of a generating 
function for N we mean a generating function that enumerates the set of 
possibilities for the map N under consideration at that point. 
For the purpose of simplifying equations involving generating functions, the 
trivial map with one vertex and no edges is regarded as a sensed special map with 
valency 0 of types both 1 and 2, and also as an unsensed special map with valency 
0 of type 1. As a type 2 sensed special map, it is regarded for enumerative 
purposes as having m root edges for each m >2. 
Following Tutte [6], we introduce the operator A, operating on a power series 
u(y) in y, defined as 
Au(y)=(u(l)-u(y))/(l-Y). 
We write A’u for Au+u, and observe that with t as in (2.1), if <.j.kxiy’zk is a 
non-zero term in A’t, then js 0 and 
a 
6,j.k = c ti.1.k. 
I=j 
(2.2) 
For At a similar observation can be made, the only difference being that the sum 
in (2.2) should then begin at I = j + 1. Since our generating functions are used to 
count maps, the sum in (2.2) can in practice be assigned an upper limit which 
depends on i, usually I = 2i. 
The following notation will be used to represent the full generating functions 
for some of the classes of special maps: 
a = a(x, y, z) for type 1 sensed; 
c = c(x, y, z) for type 3 sensed; 
f = f(x, y, 2) for F-maps; 
f’=f+(x, y, z) for type 1 unsensed. 
For m 3 2 and n = 0, 1, and 2, the (m, n) generating function for type 2 sensed 
special maps is denoted by b,,., = b,,,,,(x, y, z), and for m 2 2 the (m, 0) generating 
function for type 2 unsensed special maps is denoted by g, = g,,,(x, y, z). We shall 
use b, to denote blen (n = 0, 1, and 2) and go to denote g,,, for even m 3 2, and g, 
to denote g, for odd m > 2 (see Propositions 2 and 5). Also, h will denote xyg,. 
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For n = 0, 1 we denote the n-parity generating functions for D-maps and 
E-maps by d,, = d,,(x, y, z) and e,, = e,(x, y, t) respectively. Thus, the full generat- 
ing functions for D-maps and E-maps are 
4,(x, Y’, z)+yd,(x, Y’, 2) and edx, y2, z)+ye,(x, y2, z). 
3. Decompositions 
By the renmual of an edge X from a map M, we mean the merging of X with its 
incident faces in M to form a single new face. If x is incident with two distinct 
faces of M, this operation produces a new map. If, on the other hand, X is a 
bridge of M, the structure which results is not a map (because the pseudograph of 
a map is connected) but can be regarded as a pair of maps. Our goal is to obtain a 
system of equations which determine the numbers of sensed and unsensed special 
maps of types 1,2 and 3, with a given number of vertices and edges. To this end, 
we study the decomposition of a special map N induced by removing all root 
edges of N. A systematic method of distinguishing arrows in the components of 
such a decomposition produces an equation relating the number of possibilities 
for N to the numbers of possibilities for the maps in the decomposition. The 
equation is usually expressed most conveniently as a generating function equation. 
In each of the following six sections, a non-trivial special map N of a certain 
type, with underlying map M, is examined. Throughout these sections, Case 1 
denotes that the removal of all roots edges from M leaves a single new map Mde,. 
If Mdel is non-trivial we define Ndc, to be a special map obtained from Mde, by 
distinguishing the arrows sN(A) for each root arrow A of N. We shall specify the 
type of the map Nde, in each situation. The root(s) of Nde, are determined 
uniquely by this specification. On the other hand, if Mdel is trivial it follows that N 
is a type 1 sensed or unsensed special map, or a type 2 sensed special map with m 
root edges for some m ~2. Whenever this is the case, Nde, is defined as the 
corresponding trivial map. 
Case 2 always denotes that a root edge of N is a bridge of M. For any two root 
edges X, and X2 of N, there is some automorphism of the map N sending X1 to 
X2, so in Case 2 all root edges must be bridges. 
4. Type 1 sensed special maps 
Proposition 1. The full generating function for type 1 sensed special maps satisfies 
a = z + xy(A+a + ya2). (4.1) 
Proof. Let N be a non-trivial type 1 sensed special (i, j, k)-map with root arrow A 
and underlying map M. 
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Case 1. Here, the type 1 special map N is determined uniquely by j and the 
special map Nde,, and Nde, has i - 1 edges, k vertices, and valency at least j - 1 
(the valency of Ndcl is j- 1 if and only if the root edge of N is a loop). By (3.2), it 
follows that the full generating function for N in this case is just xyA+a. 
Case 2. In this case the removal of the root edge of N from M produces a pair 
of maps. If neither is trivial, then the arrows s,(A) and TM(A) can be disting- 
uished, producing an (ordered) pair of type 1 sensed special maps whose valencies 
sum to j -2, with i - 1 edges and k vertices between them. Our conventions 
regarding the trivial map comply with this pattern when either or both of the two 
maps are trivial, so that the full generating function for N in this case is just 
xy*a*. 
The full generating function for non-trivial type 1 sensed special maps is now 
seen to be xy*a*+xyA+a, and so (4.1) is established. 
5. Type 2 sensed special maps 
Proposition 2. The generating functions b,,,.” and b,,,.* are independent of m 3 2, 
and b ,,,., # 0 only when m = 2. Moreover, 
b,,=xy(A+b,+A+a+2yab,) (5.1) 
b, =xy(A+b,+2yab,)+ya (5.2) 
b2= l+xy(A+b,+2yab,), (5.3) 
where 
bo = Lo for m 2 2, 
b, = b,,r b2 = bm.2 for ma2. 
The full generating function for type 2 sensed special maps is 
z +xb,(x*, y*, z*)+ 2 {b&“‘, y”‘, z”‘)+z(b2(x”‘, y’“, z”‘)- 1)). (5.4) 
111 = 2 
Proof. For a given m 2 2 and n = 0, 1 or 2, let N = (M, d, C) be a non-trivial type 
2 sensed special (mi + 8,,.1, mj, mk +&*)-map with nz root arrows. Observe that 
the (m, n) generating function for N is b ,,,,,,. 
Case 1. Here, Nde, is type 2. It has m(i - 1)+&r edges, valency mj’ for some 
j’Sj-1, and mk+6,,, vertices. This is analogous to Case 1 in Section 4, and it is 
seen that the (m, n) generating function for N in this case is xyd’b,,,,, for each m 
and n. This also takes proper account of the situation in which Ndel is trivial, since 
by convention the trivial map is counted amongst the type 2 sensed special maps 
with m root edges, for each m. 
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(d) 
Fig. 2. Type 2 sensed special maps in Cases 2 and 3. 
Case 2. Two subcases require consideration. The first is that N has more than 
one root edge. The structure of such a map N is depicted in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). 
Maps Ml,. . . , M,, are joined, each by a root edge, to a central map M’. Either all 
or none of the root arrows of N are incident with vertices of M’. The two 
variations are equinumerous, so suppose the root arrows are incident with vertices 
of M, as in Fig. 2(a). For each root arrow A of N, distinguish the arrow So 
(unless M’ is trivial) in M’, and the arrow r,,,,(A) (unless the Ml are trivial) which 
is in one of the Ml. Then M’ becomes a type 2 sensed special map, and the Mt all 
become isomorphic type 1 sensed special maps. The (m, n) generating function for 
N as in Fig. 2(a) is hence xyZub,,.n for each m and n. For this subcase, the 
generating function is thus 2xy*ab,,,.,. 
The second subcase is that N has only one root edge, implying m = 2 and n = 1 
(see Fig. 2(c)). By removing the root edge and distinguishing the arrows So for 
each A in & (in case N has more than one edge) we obtain two maps isomorphic 
to a type 1 sensed special map. The latter is an (i, i - 1, k)-map, and the (2, 1) 
generating function for N in this subcase is consequently ya. 
Case 3. No root edge of N is a bridge, but the removal of all root edges from N 
does not produce just one map. Since s4 is an orbit of an automorphism of M, it is 
seen that this case N can be viewed as a cycle of m maps MO, . . . , M,,,-, and m 
root edges X0, . . . , X,,,-r, such that X, is incident with a vertex in Ml and a vertex 
in M I+l~modm~ for each I (as in Fig. 2(d)). This situation can only occur when n is 
0. The Ml are all isomorphic to each other. If they are non-trivial, they can be 
converted to copies of a type 1 sensed special map N’ by distinguishing the arrows 
s,(A) for each A in SB. Then N’ is an (i-1, i’, k)-map for some i’ai-1. It 
follows that the (WI, 0) generating function for N in this case is xyA+u. Again, the 
event that the M, are trivial fits in with this formula because of the convention 
that the trivial map is a type 1 sensed special (0, 0, 1)-map. 
Combining the three cases, we find firstly that 
b,,o=xy(A+b,.o+A+a+2yab,,o), 
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whence it may be deduced that bm,O is independent of m; that is, we may put 
b,, = b,,.. for all m 2 2. The equation for n = 2 is similar and allows us to put 
b2 = bm.2 for all m 3 2, whilst b,,ql # 0 only when m = 2, so for uniformity put 
b, = b2.1. The three equations arising from the above analysis now take the form 
of (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3), where the term 1 appears in b2 to account for the trivia1 
map. 
It must next be shown that the above analysis encompasses every type 2 sensed 
special map. If N= (A4, d, C) is any non-trivial type 2 sensed special map, then 
there is an automorphism (Y of M such that SB is an orbit of CX. It was seen in [7] 
that (Y will leave precisely two cells of M fixed. These two cells will be C and 
another cell C’ which is independent of the particular choice of (Y. Denote the 
cardinality of ~4 by m. Amongst the cells of M other than C and C’, both the 
number of vertices and the number of edges are multiples of m; this, together 
with the fact that the valency of N is divisible by m, follows from the fact that (Y 
permutes these cells in cycles of length m. The root, C, is a face because N is type 
2. Thus if C’ is an edge (or vertex) the number of edges (vertices) of M is 
congruent to 1 (mod m), and otherwise the number of edges (vertices) is divisible 
by m. Hence the full generating function for type 2 sensed special maps deter- 
mined by the b,,,,,. More specifically, it is given by (5.4). This completes the proof 
of Proposition 2. 
6. Type 3 sensed special maps 
Proposition 3. The full generating function for type 3 sensed special maps is given 
by 
c = xy(b;+xb:+zb;+ ya(x’, y2, 2’)). (6.1) 
Proof. Let N = (M, d, C) be a type 3 sensed special (i, j, k)-map. Then the root C 
is the unique root edge of N, and & consists of two roots arrows of like sense 
incident with C. 
Case 1. Here Nde, is an (i - 1,2j -2, k)-map of type 2 with two root edges. The 
full generating function for N in this case is consequently 
xy(b; + xb: + zb:). 
Case 2. This corresponds precisely to the second subcase of Case 2 in Section 5 
(see Fig. 2(c)). The only difference is the specification of the root: it is now the 
root edge rather than the root face. The full generating function for N in this case 
is hence xy2a(x2, y2, 2’). We now have (6.1). 
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7. Type 1 unsensed special maps 
Proposition 4. The full generating function for type 1 unsensed special maps is 
given by 
f’ = f + .z + y%&,(x, Y *, z)+e&, Y*, z)),~+y(y4(xj Y*, z)),. (7.1) 
and the full generating function for F-maps satisfies 
f=xye,+x2y(A’A’(d+e)-A’d,)+x2yA’f+x2y2(1+2f)a*+x2y3a~. 
(7.2) 
where 
d =d,+d, (7.3) 
and 
e = e,+e,. (7.4) 
Also do, dl, e. and e, are determined by 
4 = eI, (7.5) 
dr,=xy(Ad+d,+a*), (7.6) 
d, = xA+e, (7.7) 
and 
eo= z+xy(xA+eo+ze,+xye,a”+ele(x, 1, z)). (7.8) 
Proof. Let N = (M, Sp, C, C) be a D-map with valency j, where j is odd. Denote 
the root arrows by A, and A2 and the face incident with A, and A2 (the root 
face) by R. Let &‘={A;, A;} where A: is opposite AI, or, more precisely, has 
distance j from AI, in the arrow cycle of R. Denote the edges incident with A’, 
and A$ by C, and C,. Then (M, ~4’, C,, C,) is an E-map with the same 
parameters as N. This correspondence is one-to-one and onto, and so we have 
(7.5). 
If N is any type 1 unsensed special map other than an F-map, then its two root 
arrows, A, and A2, are incident with the same face R. Define p to be the 
automorphism of the arrow cycle W of R which maps each arrow onto an 
adjacent arrow, such that A, and P(A,) are face mates (rather than side mates). 
Let 1 be the least non-negative integer for which P’(A,) and P-‘(A2) are adjacent 
in W. Then the map obtained from N by distinguishing P’(A,) and P-‘(A*) 
instead of A, and A2 is a D-map or E-map and is called the canonical version of 
N. A D-map with valency j is the canonical version of precisely [i(j + l)] different 
maps and an E-map with valency j a 2 is the canonical version of \$jJ different 
maps, where 1 J denotes the floor function. This suggests that the O-parity 
generating function for type 1 unsensed special maps other than F-maps is 
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and that the l-parity generating function is 
yk4+el),+4, 
where the indeterminate suffixes denote partial differentiation. Although D-maps 
with valency 1 are also E-maps, this anomaly causes no problem because these 
maps are counted only once here. Thus, these two formulae are indeed valid. The 
full generating function for the type 1 unsensed special maps with a unique root 
face is thus 
z +y2(d&, Y*, z)+e&, Y*, ~11~2 
+ y3(d,(x, y*, z)+ e,(x, y*, z)),l+ ydl(x, y*, z). 
In view of (7.5), this establishes (7.1). 
Let N = (M, S& C, C) be an (i, 2j + n, k)-D-map, where n = 0 or 1. There is an 
automorphism (Y of N which interchanges the two root arrows. The root edge C is 
incident with both root arrows. 
Case 1. Let N’ be the canonical version of N,+,. Then if n = 0, N’ is a D-map 
with valency at least 2j, unless the non-root face of N incident with C has valency 
1, in which case N’ is an E-map with valency 2j - 1. If n = 1, N’ is an E-map with 
valency at least 2j. Conversely, the map N’ and the numbers j and n determine N 
uniquely. It follows that the n-parity generating function for N in this case is 
xydd, + xydd, + xye, 
for n = 0 and 
xA+e,+ xA+e, 
for n = 1. Note that 
xd’d, =xyAd,, +xd,,(x, 1, z). 
Whether xd’d, or xydd, is appropriate here consequently depends on whether 
terms which are constant in y should be included. The same applies to e,. 
Case 2. The removal of C from M produces a pair of maps, so that in 
particular n = 0. These two maps are interchanged by the sense-reversing au- 
tomorphism (Y. If the two maps are non-trivial, they can be converted to two 
isomorphic type 1 sensed special maps, N1 and N2 say, by distinguishing the 
arrows s&A) for each A in S& It follows that N, is an (&(i- l), j- l,$k)-map. 
The O-parity generating function for N in this case is consequently xyn*. 
Combining Cases 1 and 2, one obtains 
do=xy(Ado+Adl+el+a*) 
and 
d, = x(A+e,+A+e,). 
which establishes (7.6) and (7.7). 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. Some E-maps. 
(cl 
Equation (7.8) is established by examining the structure of a non-trivial E-map 
N = (M, ~4, C,, C,) with even valency. 
Case 1. In this case Nde, is an E-map, and the O-parity generating function for 
N is consequently 
x2yA’e,. 
Case 2. One possibility here is that C, = C2 (see Fig. 3(a)). In this sub-case, one 
of the two maps produced by the removal of the root edge is the trivial map 
corresponding to the vertex of N incident with the two root arrows. The other of 
the two maps can, if it is non-trivial, be converted to an E-map by distinguishing 
the side mate of TM(A) for each A in d. The O-parity generating function for N in 
this sub-case is 
xyze,. 
The only other possibility in this case is that C, # C, and the removal of C, and 
C, from M produces three maps, say Ml, M2 and M3 (see Fig. 3(b)). There is 
some automorphism, say (Y, of M which interchanges the two root arrows. One of 
the Mi, say Ml, is fixed setwise by (Y, and the other two are interchanged. If Mr is 
non-trivial, it can be converted to an E-map by distinguishing the arrows sM(A) 
for each A in ~4, whilst n/f2 and MS, if non-trivial, are converted to two 
isomorphic type 1 sensed special maps N; and N$ by distinguishing the side mate 
of TM(A) for each A in ~4. The O-parity generating function for N in this sub-case 
is consequently 
x2y2eou*. 
Case 3. C, is not a bridge, but removing both C, and C2 from M produces a 
pair of maps, say Ml and M2 (see Fig. 3(c)). One of these maps, Ml say, contains 
the vertex V of N incident with both root arrows. If Ml is non-trivial, it can be 
converted to an E-map by distinguishing the arrows s&,(A) for each A in 1. To 
the other of the two maps, add a single new edge X consisting of the union of the 
two root edges of N together with the vertex V. The resulting map can be 
converted to a D-map N’ by distinguishing the two arrows incident both with X 
and with the root face of N. The valency of N’ is odd. Conversely, any D-map N’ 
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with odd valency can be formed in this manner. The O-parity generating function 
for N in this case is thus 
xyd,e(x, 1, 2) = xye,e(x, 1,~). 
Combining Cases 1, 2 and 3, and adding in the trivial map, we obtain (7.8). 
The next equation expresses a relationship between a, d, e and f. Let N= 
(M, d, Ci, C,) be an (i, j, k)-F-map. 
Case 1. Three variations must be treated. The first occurs when Ci = C,, so 
that Ndel is an E-map with valency 2i-2. The full generating function for N in 
this sub-case is thus 
Secondly, suppose that C, # C, and that there is a face R of A4 incident with 
both C, and Cz, so that N is an F*-map. Since the removal of C, and C, from M 
leaves a map, it is impossible for R to be incident with either of the root arrows of 
N, and so Nde, is a type 1 unsensed special map with a unique root face. Let N’ be 
the canonical version of Nde,. Then N’ has valency j’s 2j-2. Suppose j’> 1. Then 
if N’ is a D-map, there are [i(j’-2j+3)1 possibilities for Ndel, and if N’ is an 
E-map, there are [$(j’-2j +4)J possibilities for Ndel. The total number of 
possibilities for N, with j’ fixed, is thus L&j’-2j-t 3)] times the number of 
(i-2, j’, k&D-maps, plus 1&‘-2j+4)J times the number of (i-2, j’, k)-E-maps. 
This statement also holds for j’ = 0 and 1. Hence the full generating function for 
F*-maps is 
x2y(AA+do+A+A+d,+ACA*eo+A’A’e,)=x2y(A+At(d+e)-A+d,). 
Thirdly, suppose no face of M is incident with both C, and C,. Then Ndel is an 
F-map with valency at least j - 1, and so the full generating function for N in this 
sub-case is 
x2yA+f. 
Case 2. In this case, the removal of C, and C2 from M must produce three 
maps, Ml, M2 and M,, one of which (say M,) contains a vertex incident with C1 
and a vertex incident with C,. Either the root arrows of N are both incident with 
Ml (as in Fig. 4(a)), or neither is incident with Ml (as in Fig. 4(b)). The two 
variations are equinumerous, so consider only the former. Ml is necessarily 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. Various types of F-maps. 
(Cl 
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non-trivial and can be converted to an F-map by distinguishing the arrows sM(A) 
for each A in SB. If M2 and M3 are non-trivial, they can be converted to type 1 
sensed special maps in the usual way. The full generating function for N in this 
case is consequently 
2x2y2f& 
Case 3. C, is not a bridge of M, but the removal of C, and C, from M leaves a 
pair of maps, say Ml and M2. It follows that each of C1 and C, is incident with a 
vertex of M, and a vertex of M2, and that there are just two faces of M, say R1 
and R2, incident with vertices of both Ml and M2. Each of R, and R2 is incident 
with both C, and C,. Since the two root arrows of iV are incident with distinct 
faces and have opposite senses, we can assume that one, say A, is incident with 
Cl, RI and Ml, and the other is incident with C,, R2 and M2. Thus M, and M2 
are isomorphic. This structure is depicted in Fig. 4(c). If Ml is non-trivial, it can 
be converted to a type 1 sensed special map N’ by distinguishing the arrow So. 
Then N’ is an (i(i - 2), j - 2, ik)-map. Conversely, corresponding to any such map 
N’, there are j- 1 possibilities for N. The full generating function for N in this 
case is thus 
x2y2(ya+z”). 
The equation now implied for f is just (7.2), which completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
8. Type 2 unsensed special maps 
In Section 5 it was shown that the full generating function for type 2 sensed 
special maps is determined by the (m, n) generating functions for m = 2 and 
n = 0,l and 2. For the corresponding unsensed special maps, it turns out that the 
(WI, 0) generating functions, for m = 2 and 3, suffice. 
Proposition 5. The generating function g,, depends only on the parity of m. 
Moreover, 
g,=x2yA+g,+x2y3aTf+x2y2(1+2g,)a* (8.1) 
and 
g, =f, (8.2) 
where 
go = & for all even rn >2, 
g, = g, for all odd m ~2. 
The (m, n) generating function for type 2 unsensed special maps is identically zero 
for n>O. 
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(c) (d) 
Fig. 5. Type 2 unsensed special maps. 
Proof. For a given m 2 2, let N = (M, d, C,, C,) be a type 2 unsensed special (mi, 
mi, in,)-map for some i, j and k. Observe that the (m, 0) generating function for N 
is g,,. 
Case 1. Here, the valency of Nde, is mj’ for some j’ 2 j - 1, and so the (m, 0) 
generating function for N in this case is x2yA+gm. 
Case 2. In this case, the map iVf falls into Case 2 of Section 5. It follows that N 
has the type of structure depicted in Fig. 5(a), perhaps with the root arrows 
replaced by their side mates (c.f. Fig. 4(a) and (b)). Here a “central” map M’ is 
joined by bridges of M to each of 2m other maps, just m of which, say 
M,,..., M ,,,, are located in one region of M’, while the rest, say Mn,+I, . . . , M2,,,, 
are located in another region of M’. The argument used in Case 2 in Section 5 
suffices to show that the (m, 0) generating function for N in this case is 
2x2y2a*g,,,. 
Case 3. No root edge of N is a bridge of M, but the removal from M of all root 
edges of N’ does not produce a map. In this case, N’ falls into Case 3 in Section 
5. Two sub-cases must be considered. 
Firstly, suppose that no edge of iV is incident with two root arrows. Then N can 
be regarded as a cycle of 2m isomorphic maps MO,. . . , M2,,-,, and 2m root 
edges X0, . . . , XzmP1, such that X, is incident with a vertex in ML and a vertex in 
M I+,(mod2,nJ for each I (see Fig. 5(b)). Suppose the M, are non-trivial. Then they 
can be converted to copies of a type 1 sensed special map N’ by distinguishing the 
arrows +,(A) for A in r;B, and N’ is an ($(i -2), j - 2, Sk)-map. Corresponding to 
each such N’, there are j- 1 possibilities for N. Hence the (m, 0) generating 
function for iV in this sub-case is 
x2y3aQ+x2y2a*. 
Secondly, suppose an edge of N is incident with two root arrows. Then this is 
true of all root arrows. Hence, N can be regarded as a cycle of m isomorphic 
maps M,,, . . . , M,,-, and m root edges X0, . . . , X,-i. For each 1, X, is incident 
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with M, and M(+,(modm)r and the two root arrows incident with X, are end mates 
(see Fig. 5(c) for an example). Since .Y$ is an orbit of CY, it follows that m is odd. If 
the M[ are non-trivial, they are converted to E-maps with even valency by 
distinguishing the arrows s,,,,(A) for each A in &. It follows that the (in, 0) 
generating function for N in this sub-case is 
0 (in even); 
wea (WI odd). 
Case 4. The removal from M of all root edges of N’ produces a map, but the 
removal of all root edges of N does not. Suppose we remove from N” all edges 
incident with arrows in SB- = a\ d’. The map which results, say N’, is a type 2 
sensed special map which must fall into one of Cases 2 and 3 in Section 5. But 
Case 2 is impossible for N’, because the removal of its root edges produces a set 
of maps which must become re-connected by re-insertion of the edges incident 
with arrows in K. Thus, N’ can be regarded as a cycle of maps M,, . . . , it4 ,,,- r 
and root edges X,, . . . , X,,,-, as in Case 3 of Section 5. Each edge of N which is 
incident with an arrow in d- necessary joins two vertices which are not both in an 
Ml for any 1, because the removal of all root edges from N+ produces a map. It 
follows that for each root edge X, of N’, there is a root edge X,,,+! of N incident 
with a vertex of M, and a vertex of M I+l(mod ,,,, (see Fig. 5(d)). As in Case 3 above, 
m must be odd. 
A correspondence between the present situation and that encountered in 
studying F*-maps can now be exploited. If M,, is considered as a sub-map of M, 
one of its faces, denoted R say, contains all the edges, vertices and faces of M 
which are not in MO. The following process converts MO to an F*-map, say N*. 
The underlying map M* of N* is obtained by “adding” two edges X and X” to 
MO. Each of these edges is actually a subset of the face R; the endpoints of X are 
the vertices of M. incident with X,, and X,,,-,, and the endpoints of X” are the 
vertices of M,, incident with X,, and X2,,-,. Before defining the root arrows of 
N*, we first observe that of the three faces of M” incident with X and X*, just 
one is incident with both of these edges. Denote the other two of these faces by R 
and R*. Also, just two of the vertices of MO, say V and V”, are root vertices of 
N. The root arrows of N* are those arrows of M” which are incident with X or 
X”, and V or V*, and R or R”. This definition determines the F*-map N” 
uniquely, even when X and X” are loops, if it is further specified that the root 
arrow of N* which is incident with X has positive sense. Conversely, it is readily 
verified that N” determines N uniquely. As N* is an (i, j, k)-map, it follows that 
the (nz, 0) generating function for N in this case is the full generating function for 
F*-maps when m is odd, and 0 when m is even. 
The conclusions in the four cases provide a proof that g,,, depends only on the 
parity of m. More specifically, setting g, = g,,, for m even and g, = g,, for m odd, 
we have (8.1) and 
g, = x*yA’g, +2x*y*a*g, +x*y*a”+xye” 
+ x*y(A’A’(d + e) - A+&) + x2y3a$. 
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The latter equation shows that (7.2) is valid when g, is substituted for f. Since f is 
determined uniquely by (7.2) together with the condition that the exponents in 
every non-zero term must be non-negative, this implies (8.2). 
It must next be shown that the (m, n) generating function for type 2 unsensed 
special maps is zero for n >O. For any type 2 unsensed special map N= 
(M, d, C,, Cz), there is a sense-reversing automorphism (Y of M such that d is an 
orbit of a. As observed in [7], (Y’ will have just two invariants; these must be the 
faces C, and C,. Put nz =i Id], and let d’ denote the set of arrows in Ss which are 
incident with C,. We may orient the 2-sphere n so that .vZ+ is the set of arrows in 
d with positive sense. Then N’ = (M, &, C,) is a type 2 sensed special map, and 
1’ is an orbit of a’. By the remarks at the end of the proof of Proposition 2, it 
follows that N is an (mi, mj, n&)-map for some i, j and k. The proof of 
Proposition 5 is now complete. 
9. Type 3 unsensed special maps 
Proposition 6. The full generating function for type 3 unsensed special maps is h* 
where h = xyg,. 
Proof. Let N = (M, d, C,, C,) be a type 3 unsensed special map. Because Sp is an 
orbit of an automorphism of M, it follows that no face of N can be incident with 
both C, and CZ, and neither C, nor CZ is a bridge of M. Hence, N can always be 
converted to a type 2 unsensed special map N’ with four root arrows by removing 
both C, and Cz and distinguishing the arrows So for each A in .& The 
proposition follows. 
10. Results 
Counting maps by numbers of edges and vertices 
It is always possible to find the number of configurations of a certain type by 
actually constructing all the relevant configurations and eliminating isomorphs. 
Algebraic methods of enumeration usually provide far superior algorithms for 
calculating such numbers, once the values of the parameters become at all large. 
The following proposition shows that this trend is also exhibited by the present 
enumeration of maps, since the number of unrooted maps is exponential in i by 
the results of [4]. 
Proposition 7. The numbers of (unrooted) maps with i’ edges and k vertices can be 
calculated for all i’s i and all k in time polynomial in i. 
Proof. All terms in the generating functions studied in Sections 4 through 9 have 
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non-negative exponents of x, y and z. With these initial conditions, all the 
generating functions we have considered, including the full generating function f’ 
for type 1 unsensed special maps, are determined uniquely by the equations which 
have been derived. The coefficients can be computed recursively by equating 
coefficients of xiy’zk in the equations. The number of arithmetic operations 
required to determine all the non-zero coefficients referring to maps with up to i 
edges is S(i”), since S(i3) coefficients must be calculated. The numbers of sensed 
and unsensed special (i’, j, k)-maps of types 1, 2 and 3 appear amongst the 
coefficients. Once these numbers have been determined, the numbers of (un- 
rooted) maps with i’ edges and k vertices can be found through the results of [7]. 
To do this, one must observe that the dual of a map with i’ edges and k vertices 
has i’ edges and i’+2- k vertices. Although the resulting equation is simple to 
compute (requiring a number of arithmetic operations which is S(i’) times the 
number of divisors of i’), it is complicated to write down in terms of the 
generating functions we have defined here and is therefore omitted. The corres- 
ponding equation, for counting maps by edges alone, is (10.3). 
Counting maps by numbers of edges 
To simplify matters slightly, we now consider the restriction to enumeration of 
maps by edges alone, rather than by edges and vertices. From (5.1) and (5.3) we 
have 
b,,+zb,=z+xy(A+(b,,+zb2)+A+a+2ya(b,,+zbZ)), (10.1) 
whilst from (4.1) it is seen that this equation remains 
replaced throughout by a + xa,. Since (10.1) determines 
that no terms have negative exponents), it follows that 
valid when (b,+ zb2) is 
6, + zbZ uniquely (given 
b,, + zb2 = a + xa,. (10.2) 
Put ii(x, y)= a(~, y, l), b-(x, y) = b,,(x, y, l), and so on, including 7’ = f'(x, y, 1). 
Setting z = 1 in (4.1), (5.2), the equations in Sections 6 through 9, and (10.2), 
produces a set of equations which uniquely determine the coefficients of li, b,, + b,, 
6,, E and SO on. The implication of Theorem 3 of [7] in the present context is that 
the number mi of non-isomorphic planar maps with i edges is given, for i 2 1, by 
JTli = [X’]($(ii(X, 1) + f’(X, l))/i +$C(X, 1) ++h(X’, 1)) 
k Ii 
+,f, ~b-‘Y%,(x2, Y). (10.3) 
Here, [xiy’]f denotes the coefficient of xiy’ in f, 4 denotes the Euler totient 
function, and j is the residue of k (mod 2). From (10.2) we have b;, + b; = li + xii, ; 
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so putting rn =CTZ=o mixi allows (10.3) to be expressed as 
m=l+- ; :(a(~, l)+T’(x, 1)-2)dx 
J 
‘X- 
y b,(x*, Y) dy 
(10.4) 
where j is the residue of k (mod 2) and 
Y,(X) = 
J 
,,‘++xd,-1)dy; (10.5) 
Y*+i(x)= J ’ 1 -& dy (j=O, 1). (10.6) I) Y 
For the indefinite integral in (10.4), the function with zero constant term must be 
chosen. 
Counting sensed maps 
From the results in [7], we see that the generating function n =CTZC, nix’, where 
ni is the number of sensed maps with i edges, is given by 
.=1+1 l 2 ;(ii(x, l)-l)dx++x, 1) J 
+’ 2 J ,,‘;&(x’,y)dy+ c b(k) kz=l? k Yl(Xk)? (10.7) 
with yi as in (10.5). This contrasts with the much more compact formula for 
sensed maps announced in [3]: for i 3 1, 
ni =& [u(i)+: 5. d($(k+2)(k + l)a(k)] 
k <‘i 
+ 
(10.8) 
where a(i)=[x’](ci(x, 1)) is the number of rooted maps with i edges. In [4] it was 
shown that 
(10.9) 
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so that (10.8) is by far preferable to (10.7) for counting sensed maps. It is 
presumably possible to establish the equivalence of (10.7) and (10.8) algebrai- 
cally, but the present author has been unable to do this. 
Counting achiral maps 
The number of achiral maps with i edges is easily calculated either indirectly 
from the formula 2m, -n, (see [7]) or directly from the generating functions f+, 
g,, g, and h through Theorem 5 of [7]. 
Remarks. Returning to the enumeration of maps (rather than sensed maps), we 
remark on the possibility that the equations in Sections 4 through 9, and also 
(10.2), can be used to derive formulae for the coefficients of the generating 
functions a, bo, and so on, which are non-recursive, or closed, in nature. However, 
we lack even a reasonably simple closed formula for li. For instance, on setting 
z = 1 in (4.1), one obtains 
ii = 1+xy%i*+xy ( ii(x, l)- yii ) l-y (10.10) 
Here, ii(x, 1) can be regarded as a constant since its coefficients are given by 
(10.9), and so solving (10.10) for li in terms of x, y and ii(x, 1) yields a closed 
formula for G. This type of attack was used profitably in [2] for a similar problem. 
Unfortunately, for the present problem the resulting formula does not appear to 
simplify sufficiently for it to be useful for computational purposes, for purposes of 
asymptotic analysis, or for simplifying the equations in Section 5 through 9. 
The formulae in Sections 4 through 10 are sufficiently simple for one to predict, 
to any desired precision, the performance of an implementation of these formulae 
on a digital computer. For this reason, there is little point in including vast tables 
of numbers here, but the numbers of maps (from (10.4)) and sensed maps (from 
(10.7)) with small numbers of edges may be of interest and appear in Table 1. 
Table 1. Number of maps and 
sensed maps with i edges 
0 1 
1 2 
2 4 
3 14 
4 52 
5 248 
6 1416 
I 9172 
8 66366 
9 518868 
10 4301350 
1 
-I 
i 
14 
51 
312 
2071 
15030 
117735 
967850 
8268816 
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The numbers hi in Table 1 agree with those given by (10.8), and the m, agree 
with the numbers obtained for i up to 6 by Dr. T.R.S. Walsh by actually 
constructing the maps in question. 
As pointed out in [3], it is an immediate consequence of (10.8) and (10.9) that 
n. -1 a(i), 
’ 2i 
or, equivalently, that almost all maps have no non-trivial sense-preserving au- 
tomorphisms. This also follows fairly easily from (10.7) and the other equations 
we have derived for ii, b, and E. Considering the entries in Table 1, an obvious 
conjecture is that m, -fni, or equivalently, that almost all maps have no non- 
trivial automorphisms, but this remains unproved. 
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